Introduction.
The problem of finding the optimal shape of a transversely oscillating cantilever beam has been recently investigated by Vepa [1] . From the nature of the Hamiltonian, Vepa shows that the problem of minimizing the weight of a cantilever beam with the first fundamental frequency in transverse vibration specified does not possess a solution in the absence of geometric constraints on the design variable. Hence, Vepa imposes a constraint in the form of a lower bound on the design variable which is the mass per unit length of the beam. This form of constraint results in a corner at the end of the portion of uniform radius. The resulting lack of smoothness in the contour raises doubts in regards to the actual physical behavior which can be expected from the beam in an application. In this note we introduce a different approach for introducing this geometric constraint. The reformulated problem yields a smooth contour (i.e., without a corner), but results in a sub-optimal solution. An interesting feature of this work is that the Ritz method in a space of cubic splines was used to find the suboptimal solution. 
At the free end, x = 1, the moment and the shear are zero
It is required to find the distribution of the area function a(x) of a beam vibrating at a certain natural frequency such that the volume of the beam is minimum. Thus a minimum is required for V = f a(x) dx (3) subject to the differential constraint (1) and the boundary conditions (2) . In order to express the equation of motion (1) 
dL/da = 1 + X1 (dA / da)q = 0,
X' = -AT\ (8) and = r 2X2(73 T/a Li + 0Kq,J
Eq. (9) yields the optimal solution of the design variable a(x). It can be shown that this solution does not satisfy the additional necessary optimality condition [4] which requires the Hamiltonian to be a constant when evaluated on an extremal trajectory if the terminal of the independent variable is fixed and the Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly on the independent variable. In order to satisfy this condition Vepa [1] imposes a geometric constraint in the form of an inequality constraint on the linear mass density1
n(x):
where Ib and y.b are some prescribed values. Another way of imposing a geometric constraint on the design variable a(x) is to perturb the necessary condition (9) and require that the area distribution of the beam at the free end to be a finite positive amount rather than zero as would result from (9). One way to introduce this constraint and obtain a sub-optimal solution is to add this lower bound on a (a:) to the right-hand side of (9). Assume that a(x) is desired to be equal to ab' at the end x -1; then the solution for a(x) becomes^
where ab = (a\)3. This approach has the advantage of yielding a smooth contour for the beam. 4 . Solution by Ritz method in a space of cubic splines. The solution for a(x) in (11) was obtained using the Ritz method [3, 5] 
